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Criminal law and criminal procedure are two distinct areas of study. Discover both and see how they

work together in CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE: AN OVERVIEW, 4TH EDITION. This book's

clear and concise presentation will equip you for a variety of legal careers as it covers both the

substance of criminal law and criminal procedure to give you a solid overview of the entire criminal

justice system. The book first defines criminal responsibility and addresses major felonies

recognized in most, if not all, jurisdictions. The second half details procedural aspects of the entire

criminal justice system, from arrest to appeal and habeas corpus, with special emphasis on the U.S.

Constitution's fourth, fifth, and sixth amendments. A wealth of summaries and excerpts from court

cases highlight practical applications of this book's legal principles.This edition introduces emerging

topics and increases coverage of ethical issues, such as the impact of electronic communications

on the discovery process. New Learning Objectives and Sidebars draw attention to concept

summary charts, while new practice exercises, essays and integrated discussion questions help you

apply criminal law and procedure as it is practiced today.
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"The cases and examples are interesting and should spark discussion."

Author Ronald Bacigal has served as a Professor of Law since 1971. He currently teaches at the

University of Richmond. Mr. Bacigal received his B.A from Concord College and completed his law

degree at Washington and Lee University. He was a Fulbright Scholar recipient to the University of



Amsterdam. Mr. Bacigal is a Reporter of Criminal Case for the Virginia Court of Appeals and the

Former Chair of Criminal Law Section of the Association of American Law School.Professor Mary

Kelly Tate teaches at the University of Richmond Law School, where she serves as Director of the

Law School's Institute for Actual Innocence - an organization that works to identify and exonerate

wrongfully convicted individuals in Virginia by pursuing writs of actual innocence and related

post-conviction relief. Ms. Tate has also served as Assistant Public Defender in the Richmond

Public Defender's Office. As an attorney in private practice, she has represented individuals in

post-conviction capital and criminal litigation. She earned her B.A. from the University of Kansas

and her J.D. from the University of Virginia School of Law. Ms. Tate clerked for Federal District

Judge Robert R. Merhige, Jr. of the Eastern District of Virginia immediately after law school. She is

a frequent speaker at national symposiums and she and her students are actively involved in public

policy reform. In addition to this text, Ms. Tate has published articles in various scholarly and

general publications.

The font is too small. The organization needs to be more fluid . The language is too archaic. Cases

are good though to explain procedure and theory. However, as our instructor pointed out, much of

the discussion is about sex. Really? Disappointing. Glad I have an instructor who has a career in

teaching and not just an attorney, who can help us navigate this convoluted volume.

The mop comes apart easily. For example, the swivel feature causes the handle to constantly

unscrew. In addition, the mop regularly comes off of its clear, at times making it frustrating to use.

Interesting book.

Good

Good
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There's just no way to please,and meet everybody's individual expectations,and preferences in a

particular text book,but I previewed the book here on ,and I do believe the author done a pretty

decent job in covering the subject matter on criminal law and procedure.It is after all a text book.If



you want to read,and study a Novel on the subject or read a book with nothing but Supreme

Court,case law,then look else where.I believe Professor,Bacigal,presented a text that is both

clear,and concise,and part of the title,"overview" should be a hint,that it's not going to cover every

fine detail on every subject in criminal law/procedure.The author does,present small case

excerpts,and online sources for futher study.So,all-in-all,a very good book.UPDATE:One very

important point needs to be made about the print size.I just got the book today,and it has very small

print,too small,and you will probably want to use a magnifying glass when reading it.I dare say,this

is what you call,"the fine print."No stars given for that,but everything else,I stated earlier,is still my

opinion.l
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